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Abstract
Desvousges, Mathews and Train (2015) find that their contingent valuation method (CVM)
survey data does not pass the adding-up test using a conservative, nonparametric estimate of
mean willingness-to-pay. First I show theoretically that the elicited willingness-to-pay is not
appropriate for conduct of an adding-up test. Proceeding as if the theory is not a concern I
describe how their data suffers from non-monotonicity, flat bid curve and fat tails problems, each
of which can cause willingness-to-pay estimates to be sensitive to the approach chosen to
measure the central tendency. Using additional parametric approaches that are standard in the
literature, I find that willingness-to-pay for the whole is not statistically different from the sum of
the parts in two of three additional estimates. In additional robustness checks, all six of the
additional tests find that the WTP estimates do not reject the adding-up hypothesis. The negative
result in Desvousges, Mathews and Train (2015) is not robust to these alternative approaches to
willingness-to-pay estimation.
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Introduction

The contingent valuation method (CVM) is a stated preference survey approach to the
valuation of public goods (Mitchell and Carson 1989, Haab and Whitehead 2015). The scope test
is an internal validity test where willingness-to-pay (WTP) estimates are expected to increase
with the scope of the public good (i.e., “more is better”). Desvousges, Mathews and Train (2012)
catalog CVM studies into those that pass the scope test, those that fail the scope test and those
that have mixed results. They find that a significant number of studies fail to pass the test and
question the validity of the method. Desvousges, Mathews and Train (2012) go further and
critique the Chapman et al. (2009) unpublished natural resource damage assessment technical
report, arguing that it does not pass the scope test “adequately.”
Desvousges, Mathews and Train’s (2012) requirement for adequacy is the so-called
“adding-up test.” The adding-up test was proposed by Diamond (1996) who provides this
description in footnote 14 on page 343:
As examples of possible adding-up tests, consider variations on two recent
surveys. Schulze et al. used two surveys to ask for WTP for partial and complete
cleanups of the Upper Clark Fork River Basin in Montana. For an adding-up test,
a third survey would describe a partial cleanup and describe the government as
already committed to it, with the costs to be borne as described in the existing
survey. The survey would then describe a complete cleanup and ask for WTP to
enhance the cleanup from partial to complete. The mean WTP response from this
question plus the mean WTP for partial cleanup should be almost exactly the
same as the mean WTP for complete cleanup. One could test for the statistical
significance of any difference that was found.
Desvousges, Mathews and Train (2012) reinterpret the two scenario scope test in Chapman et al.
(2009) as a three scenario adding-up test. They then assert that the implicit third willingness-topay estimate is not of adequate size. Whitehead (2016) critiques the notion of the adding-up test
as an adequacy requirement and proposes an alternative measure of the economic significance of
the scope test: scope elasticity. In a comment, Chapman et al. (2016) argue that Desvousges,
Mathews and Train (2012) misinterpret their scope test and suggest that the Chapman et al.
survey design should not be interpreted as an adding-up test. Desvousges, Mathews and Train
(2016) reply that they did not misinterpret the Chapman et al. survey design.
In this context, Desvousges, Mathews and Train (DMT, 2015) field the Chapman et al.
(2009) survey with new sample data and three additional scenarios. DMT conduct an adding-up
test and argue that willingness-to-pay (WTP) for the whole should be equal to willingness-to-pay
for the sum of four parts (the first, second, third and fourth increment scenarios). DMT find that
“The sum of the four increments … is about three times as large as the value of the whole” (p.
566). In this replication I examine DMT’s conclusion using alternative parametric approaches for
estimating the central tendency of WTP.1
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In Appendix A I describe the CVM scenarios in Chapman et al. (2009) and DMT (2015).
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This replication is necessary because dichotomous choice contingent valuation questions
propose a cost to respondents who then indicate whether or not they are willing to pay the cost.
One theoretical validity test is for whether the percentage of respondents who are willing to pay
the cost declines as the cost increases. DMT’s data suffers from non-monotonicity (i.e., the
percentage of affirmative responses does not always decrease as the bid increases), flat portions
of the bid curve and fat tails. As such, the WTP estimate may be very sensitive to the
assumptions of the estimation approach used.
Following Chapman et al. (2009), DMT choose the ABERS nonparametric estimator for
willingness-to-pay (Ayer et al. 1955). Chapman et al. (2009) describe the ABERS estimator as
producing a lower bound WTP estimate. The ABERS estimator is a special case of the more
familiar Turnbull nonparametric lower bound WTP estimator (Haab and McConnell 1997,
Carson and Hanemann 2005, Boyle 2017). When data is non-monotonic, the Turnbull approach
smooths non-monotonic bid curves by pooling the percentages of those willing to pay across cost
amounts and ignores validity problems associated with non-monotonically decreasing portions of
the bid curve. The Turnbull estimates truncate the WTP distribution at the highest bid, ignoring
the potential fat tail of the WTP distribution.
In the remainder of this paper I first argue that DMT (2015) fail to elicit willingness-topay appropriate for a true adding-up test. Next, ignoring the theory, I replicate the DMT
willingness-to-pay estimates with the Turnbull (Haab and McConnell 1997) and reproduce
DMT’s negative result on the adding-up test. In section four I present two parametric models of
WTP that lead to three additional WTP estimates for each scenario. One of these estimates
supports DMT’s negative adding up test result but two fail to support the negative result. In an
appendix I present six additional robustness checks, all of which find that the WTP estimates do
not reject the adding up hypothesis. In the conclusions I offer recommendations for future CVM
studies on conducting sensitivity analysis for WTP estimation approaches.
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The Adding-up Test
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According to standard scope test theory, willingness-to-pay for goods 1 and 2 is expected
to be greater than or equal to willingness-to-pay for good 1,
, and good 2,
. Due to substitution effects, valuation of goods 1 and 2 is context dependent.
If good 1 (2) is valued first in a sequence then its willingness-to-pay will be higher than if it is
valued second (Carson, Flores and Hanemann 1998) due to substitution effects. Therefore, the
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sum of independently valued goods 1 and 2 will be greater than the willingness-to-pay for
independent valuations of goods 1 and 2,
.
is elicited independently as describe above. In an adding up test as
Suppose
described by Diamond (1996), willingness-to-pay for good 2 would be elicited with the
following definition:
,
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Willingness-to-pay for the change in good 2 in an adding up test is
indicating that the valuation of good 2 proceeds after the provision of good 1 has been made and
is the amount of money taken from the respondent to pay for provision of good 1. The effect of
provision of on willingness-to-pay for is negative,
0, if and are substitutes.
The effect of payment for the provision of on willingness-to-pay for
0, as the budget constraint tightens.

is also negative,

An explicit description of the conditions under which a valuation is made is necessary to
account for income and substitution effects. For goods, the adding-up test requires
1
different scenarios. In the case of 2 public goods, there are four valuation steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sample 1: Elicit the willingness-to-pay for good 1 in scenario 1
Sample 2: Describe that good 1 has been provided at a cost of to the respondent
Sample 2: Elicit the willingness-to-pay for good 2 in scenario 2
Sample 3: Elicit the willingness-to-pay for goods 1 and 2 in scenario 3

Following the adding-up test theory, in order to accurately elicit
∆ |∆ ,
one
would need to describe the provision of good 1, describe the extraction of from the survey
respondent and how its provision would reduce the income of the survey respondent before
.2 The adding-up test is
∆ |∆ ,
, where
elicitation of
∆ |∆ ,
.
∆ ,
DMT do not explicitly describe the counterfactual situation required by the adding-up test
in step 2 above. Nevertheless, DMT (2015) conduct a two-tailed adding-up test for equality
between willingness-to-pay for the whole and willingness-to-pay for the sum of the four parts:
HO:
HA:

∑
∑

Instead of additional survey text, DMT elicit the four parts just as you would elicit willingnessto-pay for each of the four parts independently. Economic theory suggests the appropriate
statistical test considering the survey design in DMT (2015) is a one-tailed test3:
2

Inclusion of these two counterfactual conditions in a CVM survey would likely impose
additional cognitive burden on the survey respondent.
3
Note that the Turnbull results in the next section support the null hypothesis.
4

H0:
HA:

∑
∑

DMT (2015) acknowledges that theory suggests this test, a different null hypothesis than what
they test in their paper, with their income effects simulation. Their implicit claim is that income
effects are typically so small in CVM studies that an appropriate survey design is not important.
However, DMT (2015) do not address the potential for substitution effects.
This section argues that DMT did not elicit the correct willingness-to-pay estimates to
conduct an adding-up test. Nevertheless, I will proceed through the remainder of this paper and
re-analyze their data as if they did.
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WTP Replication

The data from DMT is presented in Table 1. The randomly assigned cost amounts
presented to respondents for each scenario is presented in the first column. The number of “yes”
responses (Yes), the subsample size (N) and the percentage of “yes” responses (%Yes) is
presented for the Whole, First, Second, Third and Fourth scenarios. A description of the survey
text used by Chapman et al. (2009) and DMT (2015) is presented in Appendix A.
Each of the scenarios exhibits non-monotonicity in at least one of the five cost increases.
In the whole scenario the percentage yes is 61 at $45 and 69 at $80 (in bold). The first scenario
exhibits non-monotonicity as the cost increases from $45 to $80 and $205 to $405. The second
scenario exhibits non-monotonicity as the cost increases from $80 to $125. The third scenario
exhibits non-monotonicity as the cost increases from $125 to $205 and then to $405. The fourth
scenario exhibits non-monotonicity as the cost increases from $45 to $80 and $125 and $205 and
$405.

Table 1. Dichotomous Choice CVM Data (DMT 2015)
Whole
First
Second
Cost Yes N %Yes Yes N %Yes Yes N %Yes
10
17
25
68
38
51
75
12
24
50
45
20
33
61
28
48
58
12
32
38
80
18
26
31
48
7
24
29
69
65
125
14
28
50
27
47
57
12
28
43
205
13
29
45
21
54
39
6
25
24
405
14
31
45
18
45
4
26
15
40
Total 96 172
56
163 293
56
53 159
33

Yes
24
13
10
6
11
12
76

Third
N %Yes
29
81
27
48
31
32
26
23
27
41
34
35
174
44

Fourth
Yes N %Yes
24
33
73
11
25
44
24
37
65
20
32
63
10
28
36
11
27
41
100 182
55

Even when the yes responses are monotonically decreasing in the cost amount in Table 1,
the slope is not statistically different from zero in large portions of the bid curves. For example,
the whole and second scenarios are characterized by two flat portions of the bid curve. A stylized
example is illustrated in Figure 1 where the percentage of yes responses is constant over the
lower range of cost amounts ($10 to $125), is downward sloping from $125 to $205 and flat
5

from $205 to $405.
Figure 1. Bid curve with two flat portions

For the whole scenario, the slope of the bid curve over the entire range of cost amounts
($10 to $405) is downward sloping with
.00058 (
2.09, n = 172) estimated with a
linear probability model (Pr
). But, the slopes over the lower ($10 to $80)
and upper ($125 to $405) ranges of cost amounts are flat with
0.0019 (
0.10, n = 84)
and
0.00013 (
0.29, n = 88), respectively. Similarly, in the second scenario the slope
of the bid curve over the entire range of cost amounts ($10 to $405) is downward sloping with
.00074 (
2.63, n = 159). But, the slopes over the lower ($10 to $125) and upper
($205 to $405) ranges of cost amounts are flat with
0.00056 (
0.49, n = 109) and
0.00043 (
0.76, n = 51), respectively. Flat slopes in the upper range of the bid
distribution leads to the fat tails problem.
Estimation of the ABERS and Turnbull requires a valid cumulative distribution function
that is non-decreasing in the cost amount. An invalid CDF is non-monotonic. Non-monotonicity
can be caused by either a lack of theoretical validity of the data, a lack of attention being paid to
cost amounts by survey respondents or due to sampling variability when small sample sizes are
employed (as in Table 1). With non-monotonic data, nonparametric WTP estimators require
pooling of yes responses across cost amounts until weak monotonicity is achieved (Haab and
McConnell 2002). Weak monotonicity occurs in the data when the percentage of yes responses is
equal across bid amounts. When the probabilities for two pooled costs are higher than the next
lowest cost the pooling continues until the bid curve is non-monotonically non-increasing in the
cost amount. The pooled dichotomous choice data are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Monotonically Non-increasing Probability of a Yes Response
%Yes
Cost

Whole

First

Second

Third

Fourth

10
45
80
125
205
405

68
64
64
50
45
45

75
61
61
57
39
39

50
38
37
37
24
15

83
48
33
33
33
33

73
59
59
59
38
38

The lower bound Turnbull WTP estimate is the step function formed by the data in Table
2 (Haab and McConnell 1997, 2002). The Turnbull WTP estimates are presented in Table 3 with
standard errors (SE) computed as in Haab and McConnell (1997, 2002), a common approach
found in the CVM literature (see e.g., Egan, Corrigan and Dwyer 2015). The Turnbull WTP
estimates are equal to the WTP estimates presented by DMT when rounded. The Turnbull
standard errors are larger than the DMT standard errors who “used bootstrapping techniques”
without sufficient detail to perform the replication.
Table 3. Nonparametric Willingness-to-pay Estimates
DMT (2015)
Whole
First
Second
Third
Fourth

Replication

WTP

SE

WTP

SE

200
187
97
144
181

17.71
12.31
13.73
15.34
18.69

200.38
186.63
97.33
144.11
181.47

19.65
15.03
18.16
22.69
23.66

The null hypothesis consistent with the adding up test as discussed by DMT is
∑
. With the Turnbull estimates ∑
610 which is $409
:
greater than
. The larger Haab and McConnell standard errors will favor the null
hypothesis of the adding-up test. Nevertheless, with the standard error for the sum of the four
parts constructed as the square root of the sum of the variances of the four parts (SE = 45) (Haab
and McConnell 2002)4, the WTP estimates fail the adding up test, replicating the result in DMT
(2015).

4

Parametric Estimates of WTP

In order to investigate the robustness of DMT’s results, I combine the data from the subsamples and estimate linear and log linear parametric dichotomous choice models as described
by Boyle (2017): ln Pr
/ 1 Pr
and ln Pr
/ 1
Pr
These models are specified so that each scenario (whole, first,

4

DMT “applied the bootstrap method to simulate the sampling distribution of the difference
between the mean WTP for the whole and the sum of the mean WTP from the four increments.”
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second, third and fourth) has its own constant and its own cost coefficient. The models are
estimated using LIMDEP version 10 (http://www.limdep.com).
In each of the models the slope coefficients ( ) are statistically different from zero (Table
4). In the linear logit model the constants for the whole, first, and fourth scenarios are
statistically different from zero. In the log linear logit all constants except in the second scenario
are statistically different from zero. The log linear model provides a better statistical fit than the
linear logit.

Table 4. Dichotomous Choice Probability Models
Linear Logit
Log Linear Logit
Constant (a)
Coefficient
SE
t-stat Coefficient
SE
t-stat
Whole
0.594
0.235
2.53
1.58
0.653
2.42
First
0.726
0.182
4.00
2.11
0.503
4.19
Second
-0.190
0.249
-0.76
0.96
0.664
1.45
Third
0.145
0.229
0.64
2.19
0.644
3.39
Fourth
0.610
0.225
2.70
1.73
0.617
2.81
Slope (b)
Whole
-0.0023
0.0012
-2.05
-0.298
0.141
-2.14
First
-0.0035
0.0010
-3.65
-0.422
0.108
-3.90
Second
-0.0039
0.0015
-2.51
-0378
0.154
-2.54
Third
-0.0027
0.0012
-2.29
-0.549
0.146
-3.91
Fourth
-0.0030
0.0011
-2.45
-0.347
0.136
-2.60
2
66.08
80.67
2
McFadden R
0.05
0.06
Sample size
980
980
a
t-statistics are for the null hypothesis that coefficient estimates are equal to zero.

The parametric willingness-to-pay estimates are presented in Table 5. Mean (and median)
WTP from the linear logit, which allows negative WTP, is the negative ratio of the constant and
the slope:
/ (Hanemann 1984). Estimating WTP only over the positive portion of
the distribution from the linear logit uses the formula:
ln 1 exp
(Hanemann
1989). Median WTP from the log linear logit is the exponential of the negative ratio of the
constant and slope:
exp
. Mean WTP from the log linear model is undefined when
1 (Haab and McConnell 2002) as in this model. Standard errors for individual
estimates and the sum of the
parts are estimated with the Delta Method and the Wald test
in LIMDEP (Cameron 1991, Greene 2017).
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Table 5. Willingness-to-pay Estimates
Linear Logit
Log Linear Logit
Mean WTP
Mean WTP > 0
Median WTP > 0
a
WTP SE t-stat WTP SE t-stat WTP SE t-stat
Whole
250
81
3.09
434 171 2.56
201 126 1.59
First
208
39
5.34
321
66 4.87
149
46 3.21
Second
-49
80 -0.62 156
46 3.42
13
11 1.20
Third
54
69
0.78
285
96 2.96
54
17 3.17
Fourth
205
58
3.53
352 112 3.13
147
71 2.07
Sum of Parts 418 127 3.29 1114 168 6.63
359
92 3.90
a
t-statistics are for the null hypothesis that WTP estimates are equal to zero.

The parametric WTP estimates are economically different than the nonparametric
estimates. Considering the whole scenario, the WTP estimates are 25%, 117% and 0.5% larger
than the Turnbull estimates in the three estimates from the two models. The similarity between
the mean Turnbull and the median WTP from the log-linear model is only coincidence since the
two estimates are based on different measures of central tendency. Considering the sum of the
parts, the WTP estimates are -31% smaller, 83% larger and -41% smaller than the Turnbull
estimates.
The null hypothesis of equality between WTP for the whole scenario and WTP for the
sum of the parts cannot be rejected in two of the three adding up tests. The linear logit that
allows for negative mean WTP estimates yields a difference of $168 that is not statistically
different from zero (t=1.12). These WTP estimates pass the adding up test. In the linear logit
with the mean WTP constrained to be positive the difference between the whole and the sum of
the parts is $680 which is statistically different from zero (t=2.85). These WTP estimates fail to
pass the adding up test. The log linear logit produces a difference of $187 in median WTP that is
not statistically different from zero (t=1.05). The median WTP estimates pass the adding up test.
There are benefits and costs of each of the alternative WTP estimators presented here.
Haab and McConnell (2002, page 106) suggest that when “there are concerns about the
distribution of response data,” as here, researchers should estimate the Turnbull mean and the
log-linear median to present conservative willingness-to-pay estimates. Haab and McConnell
do not expand on the appropriate measure of central tendency when conducting hypothesis tests
although it is clear they prefer the log-linear. Their concern is that the linear functional form is
mis-specified when negative willingness-to-pay is allowed and truncation at zero is arbitrary.
Similarly, the Turnbull mean is problematic due to arbitrary truncation at the highest bid and
the pooling of data. The most reliable adding-up test is conducted with the medians estimated
from the log-linear data.
In Appendix B, I conduct additional tests using DMT’s post-stratification weights and a
subsample of complete case data. I estimate the linear model with WTP constrained to be
positive. This is the measure of WTP that leads to rejection of the adding-up hypothesis above,
supporting DMT’s results. All six of these additional adding-up tests fail to support the negative
result in DMT (2015).
9

5

Conclusions

While I argue that DMT do not elicit WTP appropriate for the conduct of an adding-up
test, this replication with the DMT data shows that the adding-up null hypothesis cannot be
rejected under two of three alternatives with commonly used parametric econometric
specifications. The failure to replicate DMT’s results with the parametric models is due to data
quality problems: non-monotonicity, flat portions over wide ranges of the bid function and fat
tails. Each of these problems leads to high variability in mean WTP across estimation approach
and larger standard errors than those associated with nonparametric estimators which rely on
smoothed data.
The data quality problems are particularly apparent in the whole and second scenarios
which are the versions of the survey developed by Chapman et al. (2009). Chapman et al. (2009)
use in-person interviews with a large probability sample, as recommended by Arrow et al.
(1993), and provides evidence of consequentiality which may be due to differences in survey
mode and sample. DMT (2015) fail to replicate the Chapman et al. (2009) study. DMT (2015)
use a relatively inexpensive, small non-probability opt-in sample (Bill Desvousges, personal
communication, February 19, 2015) that may provide little incentive for respondent attention
(Sandorf et al. 2016) and an online survey that may suggest a lack of consequentiality (Carson
and Groves 2007, Carson, Groves and List 2014). The differences in data quality may be a result
of these survey differences.
Future studies should attempt to address these data quality problems with experimental
designs that lead to statistical tests with sample sizes large enough to provide sufficient power.
This can be achieved in three ways. The most costly, of course, is simply increasing the overall
sample size. Holding cost constant, researchers could reduce the number of cost amounts used in
the experimental design or reduce the number of experimental scenarios presented. For example,
DMT could have implemented their adding up test with three (instead of five) separate scenarios
as they describe in Desvousges, Mathews and Train (2012). The interested reader is reminded
that Appendix C of Mitchell and Carson (1989), the seminal CVM text, has an extensive
discussion of sample size and statistical power.
To be clear, I am not asserting that I have shown that the CVM will pass the adding-up
test if data are properly analyzed. The only claim that I can confidently make is that the DMT
(2015) data is not strong enough to provide credible evidence that the CVM does not pass the
test. An adequate adding-up test would require more resources devoted to the study than is
apparent in DMT (2015). A survey instrument would need to be developed with extensive focus
groups and pretesting to construct believable scenarios with income and substitution effects.
Even if researchers devote the necessary resources to survey design a credible adding-up
scenario would still impose an amount of cognitive burden on survey respondents that might
make the conduct of adding-up tests difficult. Indeed, laboratory experiment studies have found
it difficult to impose the adding-up condition for market goods (Bateman et al. 1997, Elbakidze
and Nayga 2017). Considering this, self-guided online opt-in surveys are likely not conducive to
satisfying the adding-up test. Researchers should consider devoting resources to the in-person
survey mode for the conduct of adding-up tests.
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Appendix A. The CVM scenarios
DMT (2015) state that they use the Chapman et al. (2009) survey with minor
modifications for the first, third and fourth increment scenarios. Reproduced below in Figures A1 and A-2 are the initial description (page 3-10) of the Chapman et al. (2009) Base and Scope
scenarios. These are called the whole and second increment scenarios in DMT (2015),
respectively. Figure 1 from DMT, illustrating their five scenarios, is reproduced in Figure A-3.

Figure A-1. Initial description of Chapman et al.’s (2009) base and scope scenarios (page 3-10)

Figure A-2. Key text from the Chapman et al. (2009) Survey
Base Scenario
As a result of alum treatments, the river would be back to what it was like in
around 1960 about 10 years from now. And the lake would be back to what it was
like in around 1960 about 20 years from now. …
Without alum treatments, it will take about 50 years for the river to get back to
what is was like in around 1960 instead of about 10 years. That is about 40 years
longer. It will take the lake about 60 years to get back to what it was like in
around 1960 instead of about 20 years. That is also about 40 years longer. …
If a court bans spreading of poultry litter, the industry will have to safely get rid
of all the litter they produce from now on. The industry will have to pay for this,
14

and the river and lake will naturally return to what they were like in around 1960.
If the people of Oklahoma want this to happen 40 years sooner, there will be an
additional cost for the alum treatments. …
Scope Scenario
As a result of alum treatments, the lake would be back to what it was like in about
1960 about 50 years from now. …
Without alum treatments, it will take the lake about 60 years to get back to what it
was like in around 1960 instead of about 50 years. That is about 10 years longer.
…
If a court bans spreading of poultry litter, the industry will have to safely get rid
of all the litter they produced from now on. The industry will have to pay for this.
The river will naturally return to what it was like in around 1960 in 10 years, and
the lake will naturally return to what it was like in around 1960 in 60 years. If the
people of Oklahoma want the lake to return to what is was like in around 1960 in
50 years rather than 60 years, there will be an additional cost for the alum
treatments. …
DMT’s Figure 1 describing their implementation of the survey is below. The whole scenario is
an acceleration of river cleanup from 50 to 10 years plus an acceleration of lake cleanup from 60
to 20 years. DMT’s whole scenario is the same as Chapman et al.’s “base” scenario. DMT’s
second increment is the same as Chapman et al.’s “second increment.”
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Appendix B. Additional tests
DMT report that they conducted sensitivity analysis using post-stratification weights and
present regression results with a sample smaller than that used for the mean WTP estimation. In
this section I conduct the parametric analysis with these weights and this alternative sample.
DMT report that the post-stratification weights do not change the nonparametric results. When I
apply the same post-stratification weights, scaled to equal the sample size of n=980, to the
models in Table 4 and estimate WTP as in Table 5, none of the three sets of parametric WTP
estimates supports rejection of the null hypothesis of equality between WTP for the whole and
the sum of the parts.
However, these results are complicated by incorrect signs and statistically insignificant
WTP estimates for the most problematic whole and second scenarios. The weighted models
produce incorrect signs on the constant and slope in the second scenario (see Figure 1). The
incorrect signs lead to a positive weighted WTP estimate of $346 (SE=49) in the second scenario
when WTP is estimated over the entire range. The weighted WTP estimate is -$34 (SE=15) when
it is estimated only over the positive range. But, both of these WTP estimates are nonsensical
given the positive relationship between cost and the probability of a yes response.
Considering the whole scenario, the weighted WTP is $1154 (SE=1289) when estimated
only over the non-negative range and the sum of the weighted WTP parts is $811 (SE = 212) (see
Figure 1). The statistically insignificant weighted mean WTP for the whole scenario leads to
wide confidence intervals for which it is difficult to reject the null hypothesis of equality
between WTP for the whole and the sum of the parts.
DMT (2015) conduct their nonparametric WTP estimation with a full sample of n=980.
Yet, they conduct regression analysis with a sample of n=950 in order to estimate income effects
for their simulation of
(see section 2 of this paper). A close examination of the data
reveals that there are only 936 cases that do not suffer from item nonresponse. Forty-three cases
have missing income values for which 14 unconditional means of the income variable are
imputed for the n=950 regression analysis. There are 30 cases with item nonresponse in the age
variable. These 30 cases are dropped for the n=950 regression analysis in DMT (2015). There is
one missing age value that occurs with a nonmissing income value so the total number of cases
with missing age and/or income values is 44 (see Figure 2).
The percentage of yes responses for the 44 respondents who did not answer the age
and/or income questions, 66% (n=44), is higher than for the complete case sample, 49% (n=936).
Since it appears that this subsample is different than the complete case sample we re-estimate the
models in Tables 4 and 5 discarding those who did not answer the age and/or income question.
We find that all three of the adding-up tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of equality between
WTP for the whole and the sum of the parts for the sample without missing values in age and
income. For example, the linear logit model with mean WTP estimated over the positive range is
$445 (SE = 193) in the whole scenario and the sum of the WTP parts is $1080 (SE = 174) (see
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Figure 3). The 95% confidence intervals for these estimates overlap.
Examination of the income effects estimated by DMT is beyond the scope of this paper.
Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the unweighted models with the cost coefficient
constrained to be equal across scenarios produces statistically insignificant income effects as in
DMT (2015). But, applying the post-stratification weights and allowing cost amounts to vary
over the scenarios, as is statistically appropriate in this model, leads to statistically significant
income effects in the n=980 (with age imputed at the mean), n=950 and n=936 samples. These
results suggest that DMT (2015) are using an inappropriate income coefficient for their income
effect simulations.
Finally, I test for equivalence of the bid functions (constant and slope) across scenarios
with the unweighted data as is used in the paper (Figure 4). The constants are not statistically
different from each other for the whole, first and fourth scenarios. The slopes are not statistically
different across any of the scenarios. WTP estimates from this model will be equal for the whole,
first and fourth scenarios. Naturally, these estimates will not pass the adding-up test. Note that
this model does not support the negative results of DMT (2015). These results should be
interpreted as a different negative result -- data lacking in divergent validity. For example
respondents are willing to pay the same amount for cleanup of the river and lake (whole
scenario) and cleanup of just the river (first increment). In this comparison the data do not pass
the scope test unless the value of the lake cleanup is equal to zero. However, this is contradicted
by an identical WTP for lake cleanup in the fourth increment.
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Figure 1. Weighted linear logit model and positive constrained WTP estimates with poststratification weights (n=980)
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Figure 2. Missing Age and Income values
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Figure 3. Unweighted linear logit model and positive constrained WTP estimates with the
complete case sample (n=936)
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Figure 4. Imposition of equality constraints for coefficients in the linear logit with unweighted
data and n=980.
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